5G Lab As
A Service

Face the 5G and Telco
Cloud Introduction
Challenges
Since 2010 the Telecommunication Industry has been facing the complex
transformation of the network technologies with the introduction of the Virtualized
Network Functions and the deployment of SDN solutions.
The next wave of network technology evolution required by the 5G introduction
will generate further complexity in terms of technology ecosystem with substantial
open questions about the ROI and on how to achieve the monetization of the
required relevant investments.
Thus, to become a true technology & solution partner for our clients, we are
complementing our engineering service portfolio with a strategic asset, the 5G Lab,
and with the related managed services. Communication Service Providers (CSPs),
Network Equipment Providers (NEPs) and Enterprises that require a rapid and costeffective path to roll out next-gen services may take advantages and benefits in
terms of:
•

Immediate access to complex and capital-intensive Telco virtualized
platform components and next generation applications that leverage
5G and Edge Compute solutions

•

Highly experienced and qualified network engineers, operations
consultants, software application, infrastructure developers, test and
integration personnel dedicated to your project

•

Modular & scalable Pay As You Use virtualized infrastructure, software
applications and operations systems configured for specific use cases
and project goals

Resulting in accelerated time-to-market for new products and services roll out,
improved cost profile for project and operational readiness.

The 5G Lab is hosted in a dedicated Altran Data Center located in Portugal. As
reported in figure 1, physical and virtual resources can be accessed and managed
from any locations in the world thanks to the provided connectivity via dedicated
IP leased lines or VPNs.
Moreover, the web-based Lab Application Portal provides the required
management interface and applications to access the Virtualized Data Center,
providing the preconfigured tenants resources for the specific projects/activities.
The Virtual Data Center is designed to meet the required redundancies according
to the customer specifications, including data storage protection, backup
procedures, process and data replications to provide business continuity and
redundancies.
Security can be guaranteed at both physical (e.g., via dedicated VPN and
FWs) and application (e.g., via secured comms protocols, MAC & IP address
management and User Rights definition and management). Intrusion detection
algorithms empowered by AI mechanisms, and processes to prevent the typical
hacking Cloud attacks (e.g., DoS, Cloud Malware Injection, Side Channel,
Authentication, etc.) complement the Lab security features. The generation of
Periodic and/or run-time attack attempts reports and alarms complement the
security management aspects of the Lab services.

The Lab can be accessed remotely by Altran Clients or Internal Organization Project from anywhere via IP
Leased lines given that the Lab Administrator have created a Virtualized Data Center and assigns users or
tenants. Users or Tenants access resources through a remote Tenant Portal View, sharing the same hardware
infrastructure and will be provided with managed services relying on a unique set of Assets for:
•

Managed Services to Altran internal projects: providing development and testing assets (virtualized
environments, open source SW, testing tools and equipment etc.) resulting in quantifiable benefits

•

Managed Services to Altran Clients: the lab will complement current project offerings, with development,
testing and certification services, allowing Altran to access new opportunities and an untapped market segment
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Figure 1: 5G LAAS for Global Services Available in Cloud
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5G Lab As A Service
(LAAS): a Flexible
& Modular MultiTechnology Design and
Testing Environment

As reported in figure 2, the 5G Lab provides HW & SW resource pools to
implement configurable and independent I/PaaS that can be specialized to
address specific customer needs in terms of development, testing and validation
environment in three main technology domains.
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Figure 2: Lab architecture - high level view
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The Lab LAAS offering will focus initially on three main technology areas:

SD-WAN for:
•

Integrating and validating performance and functionality of multi-vendor and multi-carrier SD-WAN
solutions for CSPs and NEPs/Integrator

•

Verifying Operations components including Orchestrators and Portals for Enterprises and Carriers

•

Designing and developing Next Generation Intent Based Networking solutions

NFV Validation and Certification services:
•

Automating onboarding of multi-vendor virtualized network functions

•

Development of continuous build and deploy pipelines

•

Validating new technologies, network components and applications before moving into production

Complete 5G Ecosystem devoted to:
•

Enable ISVs, NEPs, Carriers and Enterprises to accelerate deployment of next generation 5G
services leveraging on a pre-production/testing and validation environment

•

Create and Validate various reference architecture to reflect 5G use cases for specific verticals

•
•

•
SD-WAN
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Designing and developing Next Generation
Intent Based Networking solutions

•

Automating on boarding of multi vendor
virtualized network functions

•

•

Development of continuous build and deploy
pipelines including Product development
and interoperability with carrier reference
architecture
Validating new technologies, network
components and applications prior to going to
production
NFV Testing, Validation and Certification on
specific virtual environment provided by Vendors
and/or O.S. based

•

Ecosystem to enable ISVs, NEPs, CSPs and
Enterprises to accelerate deployment of next
generation services

•

Development, Testing and Validation of 5G Use
cases, Applications and Services
Creation of various reference architectures to
reflect use cases for specific verticals

•

•

Verifying Operations components including
Orchestrators and Portals for Enterprises and
CSPs

•

•
Complete
5G Ecosystem

Integrating and validating performance and
functionality of multi vendor and multi carrier SDWAN solutions for CSPs and NEPs/Integrators

Figure 3: Lab Target Offering - Overview

•

•

The complete value chain of solutions to support
SDN and VNF applications testing, validation and
lifecycle management is tailored for :
•

Application providers: Critical applications or Virtualized Network Elements
are often delivered on COTS computer architectures although many are
still on proprietary or at least dedicated hardware. The primary challenge
for the providers of critical applications will be to evolve existing network
functions in an open source based cloud environment while taking advantage
of the new infrastructure to migrate more demanding applications onto the
infrastructure as it evolves. New innovative application providers may take
advantages of having a dedicated Lab Telco Cloud environment to leverage
on the availability of an evolving open infrastructure for testing and validating
the VNF solution portfolio in hybrid conventional vendor-based and open
source scenario.

•

Infrastructure orchestration providers: Orchestration in NFV may include
VNF orchestration or cloud management (compute and network virtualization)
in the often more stringent requirements of telecommunications. The
Lab environment can support them in validating and demonstrating the
orchestration solution framework in a multi-vendor complex virtualized
infrastructure environment.

•

CSPs and Enterprises: The focus is to support the progress and evolution of
onboarding automation process and procedure of multi-vendor virtualized
network functions along with the development of continuous build and
deploy pipelines including product development and interoperability into
carrier or enterprise reference architecture.

The availability of new technologies, network components and applications can
be validated end to end prior to going to production complemented by NFV
Testing, Validation and Certification on the specific virtual environment provided
by vendors and/or O.S. based.
Moreover, the constant trend in the evolution of the digitization path for both CSPs
and Enterprises, is experiencing the dawn of containerization of the applications
overcoming the “hypervisor” based approach which keeps a strict relationship
between the App and the related associated VMs. [figure 4]
In the containerized approach, there are no stable correlations between the
Apps and the virtual resource available since containers can be deployed and
dimensioned once there is the actual need for the service to be in production.
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Figure 4: Technology Evolution – Container

This further step in the digitization, aka “Digital Cohesion” is also referring to the
future scenario where intensive communications will be needed for millions of
devices in the IoT scenario. Therefore, new solutions and tools must be engineered
for the discovery and allocation of resources along with new paradigms for the
resource orchestration and management.
The 5G LAAS is the strategic environment to provide multiple technology stacks of
virtualized layers, either natively containerized or nested in the legacy vendors’ based
technology, to implement, test and certify automated orchestration solution in the
Digital Era.
On the other hand, SD-WAN solutions are the early benefits achieved by SDN
technology, allowing CSP to provision on-demand enterprise connectivity and
services saving costs while maintaining the service leadership in the market. In
this context, Service fulfillment and activation, change management, migration &
rollback and in general service assurance are still an open question being addressed
with rapidly evolving service management models and solutions including service
management model evolution and supporting tools. The 5G Lab and related services
would address the need for integrating and validating performance and functionality
of multi-vendor and multi carrier SD-WAN solutions for CSPs and NEPs/Integrators,
verifying operations components including orchestrators and portals for Enterprises
and Carriers. The needed design, development and testing environment for next
generation Intent Based Networking solutions.
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Transition to 5G
The highest potential of 5G technology will be unlocked if the current mutualism
of vertical industry companies and Telcos evolve towards a more symbiotic
relationship that is being experimented in several 5G joint initiatives, which are
preliminarily focused on developing and deploying initial use cases and services.
In a phase that is testing the maturity and the actual interest of several
industries on innovative 5G services, the next urgent question to address is how
industrializing the design and deployment of 5G services/use case development
along with continuous engineering of networking solutions seamlessly from the
connectivity to the application layers. In this case, the 5G LAAS offer a unique
developing, testing and validation Open Source Virtualized environment to be
used:
•

In the embryonic stage of use case definition and prototype development
mimicking production environments to enable comprehensive
requirements specification and successful validations

•

To accelerate the design verification process while supporting specific
requirements such as less than 1 millisecond (<1ms) latency or edge
computing support thanks to the availability of well-defined interfaces to
manage 5G capabilities

•

For use case simulation environment aiming at testing and validating
usability and application performance, considering all the networking
aspects from the very beginning

The testing environment may provide access to third-party services (GPS
positioning, multimedia messaging, user profiling, etc.) and micro-services (textto-voice, video streaming coding, VR and AR, etc.) to enable cost and time savings
for our clients.

Build for the Next Step
The 5G Lab is composed of a set of HW and SW resources that can be flexibly
combined into dedicated modular and scalable resource pools to implement
specific development and testing environment. Figure 3 reports the typical silos
that can be configured to host dedicated tenants implemented over a different
combination of Virtualized Environments.
The 5G LAAS will also result in a portfolio of dedicated assets [see Figure 5] and be
mapped into 3 main practices as described below.
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Figure 5: 5G – Lab As A Service

The 5G LAAS will also result in a portfolio of dedicated assets [see Figure 5] and
be mapped into 3 main practices as described below:

1.

2.

3.

Telco Cloud Infrastructure and Test Environment with
particular reference to:
•

Data Center Hardware and Resources able to scale horizontally and on Public
Cloud

•

Hypervisor and Cloud management SW for Cloud Environments

•

NFV orchestration and VNF lifecycle management applications

•

SDN controller applications

•

Network function testing and analysis tools natively running in a Telco Cloud
Environment

•

Strong Cloud environment monitoring tools

•

Continuous Integration, Continuous Development, and Test Automation

•

Backup capabilities (Instant VM recovery, Local and offsite backup)

Telco Cloud Pipeline Orchestration & Automation
•

Test automation tools

•

SW, Configuration management & automation tools

•

Environment orchestration & pipeline management tools

5G Application Platform: Development & Testing
•

The use cases and services testing environment based on Open Source VIM
and Containers/Dockers

•

Use case back-end server SW development environment
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Why Altran?
We offer a unique combination of technology expertise, multi-industry knowledge and
innovative mindset.

The end to end approach

Proximity
Easily accessible Lab location,
within 3h from major capitals
in Europe. Secure environment
quickly accessible from anywhere
in the world via the customer
portal, served by high bandwidth
routes and international
connection nodes

Leverage deep end to end
engineering capabilities,
addressing the whole value
chain and lifecycle, we define
and execute processes
for Architecture, Design
and Deployment; Testing
and Certification; System
Integration; Operation and
Support

Altran
Differentiators

Unique cross-industry
synergies and 5G use
case experience
Leveraging our deep expertise and
footprint in 11 verticals, we bring
together Telco and Industries with
immediate business value; 40+ use
cases already defined, developed or
field-proven with Tier 1 operators and
Industry players
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Deep knowledge of vendor and
Open solutions, leveraging the
strategic vendor partnerships and
membership of International NFV
and Open Source organizations
(e.g., Open Source MANO,
OpenStack, Linux Foundation)

Flexible acceleration of
time-to-market by best of
breed frameworks

Deal with operational
complexity through lean
operations
Manage complexity from
devices to the network and IT
architectures, by innovation
based on proven processes,
automation and network AI

Hands-on experience in
diverse domains from radio/
transport/ core networks to
SDN and Enterprise SD-WAN
to VNF, MANO, Open source
networking, Cloud, Datacenter:
already supporting 10+ Tier-1
CSPs and NEPs

Multi-vendor, Open solutions

Flexible engagement models
Flexible collaboration models
(project-based, managed services,
Build Operate and Transfer) that
result in accelerated time-tomarket for new products and
services roll out, improved cost
profile for project and operational
readiness

Comprehensive
portfolio and best
in class expertise

Proven licensable Software
Frameworks, Open Source,
reference architectures &
efficient processes for faster
onboarding of SDN/NFV
solutions and 5G adoption

To know more about Altran capabilities,mail us on:
marketing@altran.com
About Altran

Altran is the world leader in engineering and R&D services. Altran offers its clients a unique value proposition
to meet their transformation and innovation challenges. Altran supports its clients, from concept through

industrialization, to develop the products and services of tomorrow and has been working for more than 35

years with major players in many sectors: Automotive, Aeronautics, Space, Defense & Naval, Rail, Infrastructure
& Transport, Energy, Industrial & Consumer, Life Sciences, Communications, Semiconductor & Electronics,

Software & Internet, Finance & Public Sector. Altran has more than 50,000 employees operating in over 30
countries.

Altran is an integral part of Capgemini, a global leader in consulting, digital transformation, technology and
engineering services. The Group is at the forefront of innovation to address the entire breadth of clients’

opportunities in the evolving world of cloud, digital and platforms. Building on its strong 50-year + heritage and
deep industry-specific expertise, Capgemini enables organizations to realize their business ambitions through

an array of services from strategy to operations. Capgemini is driven by the conviction that the business value of
technology comes from and through people. Today, it is a multicultural company of 270,000 team members in
almost 50 countries. With Altran, the Group reported 2019 combined revenues of €17billion.
© 2020 Altran. All rights reserved.
All Altran brand and product names are service marks, trademarks,
or registered marks of Altran in the United States and other countries.
www.altran.com
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